
Game Rules (2018) 

Game Description 
Teams compete together in a friendly version of a sumo wrestling style ‘Battle Bot’ contest. 

Two teams compete in a three foot diameter ring with the objective of pushing the opponent robot 
out of the ring. The ring is defined as the inner white region bounded by a 3.5 inch black circle. The black 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

circle is considered out. A robot is considered “out” and having lost the match when more than half of the 
main body of the robot has been pushed onto the black ring. 

Game Philosophy 
• The primary goal is for the students to be engaged, challenged and have fun. 

• While we want to create an even and equitable playing field and experience, we need to understand that 
many of the students have varying levels of intellectual, physical and social disabilities. As such we need 
to be flexible and accommodating with the rules. When in doubt, err on the side of accommodation and 
grace. 

Robot Structure 
• The challenge has been there are multiple versions of the kit available for purchase and contents can 

tend to vary significantly. Because many schools have limited budgets we have been flexible on this 
matter. 

• If it is obvious that a robot has been built with significantly more resources than other robots, get the 
head referee (Bobby Neckorcuk) and discuss. Some things to look for: 

• Only one brick on the robot 

• No more than 4 motors and wheels (tank tread is okay) 

• A robot that is significantly larger (twice as large) as the other robots 

Match Setup/Start 
• Robots start the match on opposite sides of the ring, facing opposite directions. Both robots must be 

inside the ring, close to the edge. 

• The first team called up for a match get to choose starting placement and orientation (facing in either a 
clockwise or counter-clockwise direction). The second robot must place on the opposite side of the field 
facing in the opposite direction. 

• Give teams about one minute after being called to the field to report to the field and begin setting up 
their robots. If a team does not report to the field within one minute they forfeit the match. 

• Teams are given sufficient time to select the program to run and get robot brick menu to the ready to 
run state, i.e. one more button push starts the robot. 

• Student starting the robot must be situated behind the robot so that the robot sensors do not detect 

and start chasing the student once started. 

• It is preferable that only the athlete student come to the ring to setup and start the robot, however if 
the athlete student requires help/guidance the partner student is allowed to assist. 

• The teams indicate readiness to start the match by giving the Referee a thumbs-up signal. 

• The Referee starts the match by counting down 3-2-1-go! When the Referee says “GO” the teams start 
their robots and immediately move at least three feet away from the field so that the robots do not 

detect and chase the students. 



  
 

Matchplay 
• Once the robot is started, teams are not allowed to touch their robot until requested by the Referee 

(match is over). 

• It is not unusual for a student to have difficulty starting their robot. This can be especially true for 
students with disabilities. If the team member is having a difficult time starting their robot, allow 
them to continue until they get the robot started. The Referee may need to assist. If in the process 
either robot starts to chase a person at the ring rather than the opponent robot, stop the match, 
reset and restart. 

• As soon as the robot is started, the team member must move at least three feet away from the field. The 
student should move away in a direction that avoids either robot from detecting them. 

• The match is over when one of the robots is pushed so that more than half of its main body is onto the 
black ring. 

• If the robot has long attachments, the Referee will make the judgement based on the main part of 
the robot. The main part of the robot is typically the section housing and supporting the brick (the 
LEGO controller module). 

• It is not unusual for the robots to become locked together, spinning in a circle. If this happens, 
watch for progress being made toward the ring edge. If the robots are not making progress toward 
the edge for more than fifteen (15) seconds, restart the match. If the condition persists, restart 
with the robots starting in a different orientation. It may require starting the robots pointed 
directly at each other to get a clean match. 

• It is not unusual for a robot (especially a large robot) to rotate more than half of its main body onto 
the black during normal operation, in other words it goes onto the black without being pushed 
by the other robot. While technically this robot is out, we are looking for contact and one robot 
actively pushing the other out. Unless the robot simply drives out of the ring, if the robot has not 
been pushed out by the other robot, allow match play to continue. 

 A Tie is determined when the robots do not find each other, tangle, or spin over the duration of 3 
minutes. Restarts will be permitted until the match time reaches 3 minutes.   

 

Field Winner/Runner-Up 
 Selecting the field winner and runner-up is based on overall rank (Win=2, Loss= 1, Tie=0). If there is a tie 

after all rounds have been completed, head-to-head matches, chronological win order, and/or a coin flip 
will be used to determine field winner/runner-up. The head referee will perform checks with all the field 
notes before announcing the field winners and runners-up. 
 

Video Replay 
 A referees will not look at video replay evidence. Participants/Coaches may request to verify that the 

referee notes match the displayed scores/ranks.  


